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Abstract

Wear phenomena understanding of implants is a challenge: friction-corrosion of biomaterials, which constitute orthopaedic implants, is a significant issue concerning the aseptic loosening. This work aims at studying AISI 316L/bone cement friction which is a tribological problem related to hip joint cemented prostheses. This study focuses on the ionic strength effect on the tribological behaviour of 316L/bone cement and 316L/PMMA contacts. PMMA, poly(methylmethacrylate), can be considered as a model material for bone cement because of vicinity of mechanical properties and PMMA transparency. Pin on disk friction tests were investigated, in different media with NaCl concentration increasing. Friction coefficient and free corrosion potential of 316L sample were monitored. Moreover, SEM-FEG and microraman spectroscopy analyses were investigated on samples surfaces. Friction coefficient evolution according to ionic strength, for 316L/bone cement and 316L/PMMA contacts, are opposite. Indeed, when the ionic strength increases, the friction coefficient growths (decreases), for 316L/PMMA contact (for 316L/bone cement contact). The free corrosion potential decreases in both cases but more drastically for 316L/PMMA contact with ionic strength increasing. One might suggest that ions adsorption on 316L and PMMA surfaces involves attraction between surfaces in contact. On the contrary, ions adsorption on bone cement has no effect in terms of surface attraction forces, the gap between surfaces is too big due to roughness of bone cement. If ions concentration increases, the tribofilm viscosity between 316L and bone cement could increase. Attraction forces between surfaces are the less significant phenomenon compared to lubricant effect of tribofilm, 316L/bone cement contact. SEM-FEG analysis highlighted principally deep grooves on 316L surface, corrosive wear after destruction of passive film by friction. Finally microraman spectroscopy results, on metal surface, show principally \( \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 \) and \( \text{Cr}_2\text{O}_3 \) oxides deposits. Further investigations are in progress for understanding surfaces interactions during friction.
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1. Introduction

Lifetime of orthopaedic implants is a health issue because of people ageing. 800,000 hip prostheses are implanted in Europe and the same order of magnitude in USA. Two ways of implanting femoral stems are available. First, femoral stem can be inserted in the femoral bone. Second, it can be inserted with bone cement between material constituting femoral stem and bone. Sir John Charnley was the first surgeon who fixed a femoral...
stem with a bone cement based on poly (methylmethacrylate) composition [1]. Numerous formulae of acrylic polymers and co-polymers have been developed since 70’s [2].

The cemented hip replacement allows tolerating not precise placement. Moreover, mechanical properties between stem materials, for instance AISI 316L, and bone cement are drastically different. After the implantation, stem and cement are composites materials. Stiffest material, metal, bears most of the load and the upper part of the femoral bone is unloaded, stress shielding phenomena. The bone cement layer plays the role of ‘bumper’ between metal and bone. It levels the peaks force during human gait. Unfortunately, the bone cement causes problems because of polymerization step in human body, temperature increase, and debonding between metal stem and plastic bone cement, due to stress shielding too. Investigating the load transfer at the interface is a challenging goal because hip implants lifetime depends on this phenomenon [3].

After debonding, fretting, friction under small displacements, occurs. The displacements amplitude is, approximately, equal to 50 µm. It depends on the stem zone [4,5]. Calculations were made with contact femoral stem made of metal alloy and bone. As mechanical properties of bone are close to the ones of bone cement, one might expect that displacement for 316L/bone cement contact is close to the one of 316L/femoral bone contact. These low amplitude micromotions occur at the stem-cement interface in vitro [6].

Many investigations were carried out to understand the particular fretting between bone cement and 316L in a physiological liquid. It is worth noting that poly(methylmethacrylate), PMMA, mechanical properties are similar to the ones of bone cement except the porosity. Due to the PMMA transparency, studying the 316L/PMMA fretting provides additional scientific comments compared to bone cement/316L contact [7,8]. Moreover, different assumptions have been mentioned to link experimental describing and physical phenomena occurring during fretting. This work focuses on understanding attraction and repulsion phenomena according to solution composition changes. One paid attention on electrokinetical potential submitted to ions charges of the so-called electrical double layer on the materials surface [9]. During fretting, numerous phenomena are involved for constituting the nanometric lubricant film between two materials in contact: for instance, ions concentrations of the medium, iron and protons concentrations due to metal corrosion, hydrogen release (specific to fretting degradation), etc.

Fretting degradations involve high corrosion rate of metal and hydrogen release compared to friction. To separate numerous parameters contribution, it has been decided to investigate friction corrosion of 316L against PMMA and bone cement in Ringer solution and in 1:1 ions solutions, i.e. solutions constituting with NaCl. This medium is simplified compared to physiological liquid. The phenomena interpretation is too complex when one considers physiological liquid, it means that proteins and many different ions act for constituting the double layer on materials surface. It is the reason why only Ringer and NaCl solutions were investigated; ionic strength, $I = \sum z_i^2 C_i$, will be controlled.

$$I = \sum z_i^2 C_i$$

$I$: ionic strength; $z_i$: ion charge; $C_i$: ion concentration.
This study aims at investigating and understanding ionic strength effect, following friction coefficient during friction tests. Many friction tests were carried out with biomaterials in different solutions. However, the friction coefficient could differ according to the ionic concentration of the friction medium. Highlighting the ionic strength role in wear tests could be an interesting point of view to better understand the solution composition effect. Moreover, the ionic strength could play a role concerning the double layer constitution and finally the attraction–repulsion mechanisms during friction.

2. Test materials and experimental techniques

2.1. Materials and tests specimens

The AISI 316L SS (Z2CND17-12), medical quality, is a stainless steel with improved cleanliness and very low carbon content, chemical composition in Table 1. Manufacturing this alloy was in conformity with ISO standards 5832-1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>Fe</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Composition (% w/w)</td>
<td>17.40</td>
<td>13.00</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>1.73</td>
<td>0.66</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>&lt;0.01</td>
<td>Bal.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: chemical composition of 316L stainless steel

The metallic sample was a disk of 35 mm diameter and 5 mm thickness. Polishing of the face in contact with the solution was carried out thanks to grid paper from 380 to 4000, diamond solution from 3 µm to ¼ µm. Finally the last step was polishing with colloidal silica, particles of 0.06 µm diameter. AISI 316L SS samples were washed in ultrasonic bath with ethanol and rinsed with desionised water.

PMMA, thermoplastic material, Perspex®, was polished with diamond solution from 3 µm to ¼ µm and colloidal silica. Samples were washed with Neutracon Deacon® soap and rinsed with desionised water. PMMA and bone cement sample were parallelepipeds of 6x6x12 mm. Only the face of 6x6 mm was polished.

Bone cement was Palacos R40®. A specific mould made of polyethylene has been used to manufacture samples. Due to porosity, samples were not polished because pores play the role of diamond solution tank during friction process.

2.2. Mechanical properties

Table 2 shows mechanical properties of materials, AISI 316L, PMMA and bone cement.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mechanical properties</th>
<th>Poisson’s ratio</th>
<th>Young’s modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Yield stress (MPa)</th>
<th>Ultimate tensile strength (MPa)</th>
<th>KIC (MPa√m)</th>
<th>Hardness</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>316L</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>280</td>
<td>635</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>155 (Vickers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMA</td>
<td>0.39</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>75</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>21 (µVickers)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bone cement</td>
<td>0.38-0.46***</td>
<td>2.5*</td>
<td>24-60*</td>
<td>1.51**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: mechanical properties of tested materials, * [10], ** [11], *** [12], the other values were obtained by appropriated tests.

Mechanical properties analysis highlights friction tests, i.e. 316L/PMMA or 316L/bone cement, were carried out with hard, stainless steel, and soft materials, PMMA and bone cement.

2.3. Friction device

The friction device is shown on Figure 1. Normal load equal to 19 N was applied by dint of calibrated rod fixed on the support. One paid attention on alignment and parallelism of pin support, disk and the support of the weight applying the normal load. The pin, made of PMMA or bone cement, was drastically pushed in the pin support to respect the alignment between pin and disk during friction test. According to the rotation direction of the pin, normally, the support would rotate in the opposite direction of the load transducer. It is the reason why an anchor link allows the very close contact between the support and the load transducer. Consequently, the actual tangential load, therefore the friction coefficient, was monitored when the pin is in front of the load transducer, i.e. the pin center is in front of the symmetry axis of the transducer.

![Friction test device](image)

Figure 1: friction test device; a) device image; b) scheme of pin-disk assembly.
It was calibrated and the linear evolution of load vs. voltage was verified (correlation coefficient, \( r^2 \), equal to 0.999). Voltage was monitored thanks to Agilent 34970A voltmeter. It is worth noting that the electrical insulating was a key point of the device to monitor the electrode potential made of stainless steel, only the face in contact with the pin was in contact with the solution, due to insulating paint on the other faces of the metal disk. The tests frequency was of 1 Hz, i.e. 1 round per minute for the pin.

2.4. Test solutions

To investigate the ionic strength effect during friction, the medium was a solution of NaCl from \( 10^{-3} \), \( 10^{-2} \), \( 10^{-1} \) to 1 mol.L\(^{-1} \), i.e. a gap of three magnitude orders. From \( 10^{-3} \) to 1 mol.L\(^{-1} \), the ionic strength is equal to the concentration for NaCl solution. Tests were carried out too with Ringer solution, Table 3; it was performed to simulate the physiological liquid. Ionic strength of the Ringer solution is of \( 1.53 \times 10^{-1} \) mol.L\(^{-1} \).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>NaCl</th>
<th>KCl</th>
<th>CaCl(_2), 2H(_2)O</th>
<th>NaHCO(_3)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concentration (g.L(^{-1}))</td>
<td>8.50</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.22</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: composition of Ringer solution

Solutions were prepared from desionised water (18.2 M\(\Omega\).cm at 25 °C) and used at room temperature, 22 ± 2 °C, under natural aeration.

2.5. Experimental techniques

Roughness measurements were carried out on PMMA and 316L surfaces, with 2D TalySurf® profilometer, over a length of 6 mm.

During friction, the free corrosion potential of stainless steel disk was monitored thanks to a Radiometer analytical PGP 201 potentiostat. The saturated calomel reference electrode (SCE) was employed as a potential reference, \( E_{\text{ref}} \) equal to 244 mV at 25 °C.

Worn surfaces of stainless steel were observed with a classical Scanning Electron Microscope (SEM) JMS 840 JEOL. Worn surfaces of PMMA and debris on stainless steel were analyzed with a Scanning Electron Microscope with a Field Electron Gun (SEM-FEG) JEOL 6500. Analyses of PMMA surfaces and debris, with this apparatus, become possible because voltage is lower than the one of classical SEM.

Raman spectroscopy was investigated to characterize oxides on stainless steel produced by friction. Especially, the microraman spectroscopy, was performed using Senterra™ Raman spectrometer, Brucker. The LASER power was 20 mW. The excitation wave length was of 532 nm. The microscope, to locate degradations
zone and thin oxides deposit, was Olympus BX series optical microscope. Raman Spectra allows identifying chemical and structural thin oxides films on stainless steel after friction tests. The space resolution of LASER beam is 15x15 µm². It is worth noting that IR spectrometer with grazing incidence was investigated without significant results.

3. Experimental results and discussion

3.1 Tests samples and Ra measurements

Friction tests were investigated for 5 solutions. For 316L-PMMA samples, 5 tests were carried out according to 5 different tests durations, i.e. 1,000, 5,000, 10,000, 20,000 and 80,000 seconds. Therefore, 25 friction tests were carried out. This road map allows testing repeatability of Ra, roughness, friction coefficient and free corrosion potential measurements. For 316L-bone cement, one test duration was of 80,000 seconds.

Table 4 presents roughness and the maximum depth of profile on materials friction surfaces, PMMA and AISI 316L stainless steel. It is worth noting that 316L roughness is lower than the value recommended by hip manufacturing ISO standards, 0.05 µm. Investigations were carried out to test roughness, Ra, and/or maximum depth of the profile, MDP, being account for evolution of friction coefficient. Ra and MDP have no significant effect on friction coefficient.

Ra of bone cement sample is of 2.5 ± 0.4 µm, mean of 4 samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ra / µm</th>
<th>Standard deviation Ra / µm</th>
<th>Maximum Depth of Profile, MDP / µm</th>
<th>Standard deviation, MDP / µm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>316L</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PMMA</td>
<td>0.070</td>
<td>0.020</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>5.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: roughness, Ra, and maximum depth of profile, MDP on materials surfaces, PMMA and AISI 316L SS; means of 25 samples.

3.2. 316L/PMMA contact

3.2.1. Friction coefficient and Open Circuit Potential

Figure 2 a) shows the typical evolution of friction coefficient vs. time for test duration of 80,000 cycles, NaCl concentration of 1 mol.L⁻¹. At the test beginning, friction coefficient is higher than the one after 5,000 cycles due to the running-in period to accommodate surfaces in contact.
Figure 2 b) highlights the free corrosion potential or open circuit potential, OCP, evolution according to the time. Friction coefficient is reported on the same graph. Test conditions were: NaCl concentration of $10^{-3}$ mol.L$^{-1}$, test duration of 1,000 cycles. At the friction beginning, OCP falls to negative values. Due to degradation of oxides film on stainless steel surface during friction, metal dissolution occurs, i.e. the anodic reaction. Oxygen is dissolved in solution, thus the cathodic reaction is the oxygen reduction. Finally, the mixed potential decreases. During friction, OCP is lower than the one before friction test. At the end of the test, the OCP increases up to the initial value before the test. Frequently, the final OCP was lower than $E_0$. Due to mechanical degradations and PMMA debris deposit, metal surface is different from the pristine surface.

According to results shown on figure 3, for each ionic strength, the mean value of the friction coefficient decreases when the test duration increases. At the friction beginning, the running-in period involves high dissipated energy between surfaces in contact. After 5,000 cycles of friction, debris are produced and the third body can play the role of bumper and lubricant interface. Consequently, the friction coefficient decreases. Moreover, the friction coefficient increases according to the ionic strength. One might expect attraction between surfaces in contact is better. Moreover, if ionic concentration growths, solution viscosity increases too. This phenomenon could be account for increasing of friction coefficient according to ionic strength.

Figure 4 shows the mean value of open circuit potential during the 500 first cycles, $E_{m, 500}$, and the drop of free corrosion potential, $E_{gap}$. It has been decided to present only these results, i.e. $E_{m, 500}$ and $E_{gap}$. Indeed, OCP evolution, after 500 cycles, highlights high discrepancy between two tests for the same NaCl concentration.
PMMA debris adsorption can perturb the OCP evolution due to debris barrier on 316L surface avoiding metal dissolution.

Figure 3: friction coefficient evolution according to the ionic strength for different tests durations; 1 cycle is equal to 1 second; mean values; the discrepancy corresponds to the standard deviation.

Figure 4: \( E_{m, 500} \), mean value of open circuit potential vs. ECS from the friction beginning to 500th cycle (absolute values); \( E_{\text{gap}} \), OCP drop at the test beginning (absolute values); evolutions according to the ionic strength, the discrepancy corresponds to the standard deviation.
$E_{m,500}$ increases according to the ionic strength; the same evolution is shown for $E_{gap}$. $E_{gap}$ is higher than $E_{m,500}$. This difference is probably due to oxygen diffusion equilibrium concerning the kinetic of the cathodic reaction.

This particular evolution of potential shift is in accordance with increasing of friction coefficient vs. ionic strength. The contact between surfaces, at high ionic strength, is closer than the one at low ionic strength. This attempt is consistent with the attraction phenomenon. If viscosity plays a role, the free corrosion potential does not decrease. The viscosity can not be account for oxides layer destruction. This conclusion was highlighted in [13].

Moreover, when chlorides concentration increases in a medium, the passive film of stainless steel is easily disrupted [14]. This phenomenon could be account too for increasing OCP drop when friction starts.

3.2.2. *Microstructure surface observations*

Figure 5 presents materials samples surfaces submitted to friction tests of 80,000 cycles. SEM images, for 316L samples, exhibit grooves, thickness of 1 mm, are more and more deep and inhomogeneous with the ionic strength increasing. These results are consistent with the friction coefficient and OCP increasing according to the ionic strength, as described above. It is worth noting that, at 1 M of NaCl concentration, the image shows degradations zones less localized than at $10^{-3}$ M. The corrosion damages are not localized in grooves, therefore one might expect that more generalized corrosion occurs due to high chlorides concentration.

![Figure 5: SEM and SEM-FEG images of 316L and PMMA for different ionic strengths; test duration of 80,000 cycles.](image-url)
SEM-FEG images, PMMA samples, show degradations surfaces after 80,000 cycles. At $10^{-3}$ M, grooves are thin, less than 1 µm. At $10^{-2}$ M, the PMMA surface exhibits debris plaques pulled out and a crack. These elements point out the hypothesis that surfaces attraction forces, due to double layer composition, could be account for friction coefficient increasing. With ionic strength increasing, dissipated energy during friction is more and more high, thus cracks on polymers can occur. At $10^{-1}$ M, grooves are less and less homogeneous. PMMA debris are produced from PMMA surface. At 1 M, grooves are deepest and third body is inserted in one of them.

PMMA degradations, figure 5, are too consistent with OCP and friction coefficient increasing. Images of Ringer solution tests will not be presented in this work. However, in a few words, it is worth noting that degradations on PMMA and 316L are more difficult to figure out. Due to multiple ions in Ringer solution, attraction and friction phenomena are difficult to identify.

3.2.3. Microraman spectroscopy on 316L surfaces

Identifying oxides layer on 316L surface after friction test was a goal of this study. Figure 6 a) shows an image obtained from microscope used with the microraman spectrometer. It exhibits rust on 316L surface. Figure 6 b) presents Raman spectra of pristine surface of 316L, i.e. without friction; P14, P15 and P17 zones, worn surfaces. Each spectrum highlights a particular oxides types. All spectra were interpreted according to reviewing and results provided by [16].

Spectra were not complete to highlight main results. 316L pristine surface shows no typical oxides because of thin thickness of layer. P14 zone exhibits Fe$_3$O$_4$ (684.5 cm$^{-1}$) and $\alpha$-Fe$_2$O$_3$ (276.5 & 219 cm$^{-1}$). P15
zone shows Cr$_2$O$_3$ (150, amorphous phase & 688.5 cm$^{-1}$) or FeCr$_2$O$_4$ (688.5 cm$^{-1}$) and Fe$_3$O$_4$. Da Cunha Belo et al. suggests, due to laser power (higher than 6 mW), the following reaction can occur:

$$\alpha\text{-Cr}_2\text{O}_3 + \text{Fe}_3\text{O}_4 \rightarrow \alpha\text{-Fe}_2\text{O}_3 + \text{FeCr}_2\text{O}_4$$

The spectrum points out if FeCr$_2$O$_4$ is identified, $\alpha$-Cr$_2$O$_3$ and Fe$_3$O$_4$ were on 316L surface. These oxides were formed after metal dissolution. P17 zone exhibits same oxides than P15 zone. The same oxides types were identified for 316L surface wearing by bone cement samples. Linking with orthopaedic fields, these oxides could be assimilated by bone cells around a femoral stem where friction occurs between stem and bone cement.

### 3.3. 316L/PMMA and 316L/bone cement contacts comparison

This work aims at understanding if friction behaviour of 316L/PMMA contact is the same than the one of 316L/bone cement contact. As PMMA was considered as a model material of bone cement, both contacts do involve the same friction behaviour? The figure 7 shows the behaviour is opposite. The friction coefficient of 316L/bone cement decreases according to the ionic strength. The contact pressure, in our tests, is of 1.58 MPa. It is worth noting that results of figure 7 are in the same order of magnitude of results from [15].

![Graph showing friction coefficient vs. ionic strength for 316L/PMMA and 316L/bone cement contacts.](image)

**Figure 7:** friction coefficient, mean value of 80,000 cycles, evolution vs. ionic strength for 316L/PMMA and 316L/bone cement contacts.

Moreover, the OCP evolution, figure 8, shows that 316L degradations, for 316L/bone cement, are more drastic than the ones, for 316L/PMMA contact. $E_{gap}$ or $E_{m, 500}$ increases, for both contacts, according to the ionic strength.
One might expect that metal dissolution is submitted to chlorides concentration influence. Chlorides allow disrupting of passive films and promoting the metal dissolution due to driving force of metallic complexes forming. 316L OCP, 316L/bone cement contact, is slightly higher than the one of 316L/PMMA contact. Bone cement roughness could be account for this OCP drop increasing.

The friction coefficient evolution for 316L/PMMA could be governed by attraction forces between surfaces, under conditions of weak roughness. The point of zero charge, pH, of PMMA (316L) is equal to 3.8 [17] (7 [18]). Before this threshold, charges on surfaces are positive and negative otherwise. Between both values, PMMA surface charges are negative, protons are less attached on the surface, and 316L surface charges are positive, protons reside on surface. At the beginning of the test, solutions pH is controlled by H$_2$CO$_3$, carbonic acid, and HCO$_3^-$, it means pH is close to 6. Consequently, electrostatic attraction forces occur. During friction, from raman spectroscopy results, chromium and iron ions are dissolved and precipitated in oxides. Metal ions dissolution is account for pH decreasing. Thus, attraction forces are reinforced. Moreover, chlorides ions promote disrupting of oxides film and involve delay concerning the passive film rebuilding. These phenomena are consistent with higher metal ions dissolution, pH decreasing and higher attraction forces. Finally, the friction coefficient could increase according to chlorides concentration increasing. In this study, it is in accordance with ionic strength increasing. Otherwise, one may suggest ions concentration increasing of the bulk solution involves charge density on surface materials. Thus, attraction forces are promoted too.
The above attempts, about the point of zero charge between surfaces in contact, could play a role between third body particles and surfaces in contact. Colloids and oxides particles which constitute the third body could be considered as elements which allow attraction forces occurring. The more the corrosion occurs with chlorides concentration increasing, the more colloids and oxides particles are produced. Consequently the specific surface is higher than the one of a raw material surface. One may attempt this fact could be account for friction coefficient increasing. This hypothesis could be available if roughness, especially 316L roughness, is weak, i.e. less than 20 nm (approximate double layer thickness) allowing electrostatic interactions with counter material, PMMA, and third body particles.

The 316L/bone cement behaviour is opposite. Ionic strength increasing involves friction coefficient decreasing. The first difference between both contacts is the roughness. Except contact between asperity peak of bone cement and 316L surface, attraction forces with the role of point of zero charge do not occur. The separation between both surfaces, due to high roughness, is too big to consider the electrostatic forces contribution. Chlorides concentration contribution is involved in the same way than the one of 316L/PMMA contact. OCP evolution according to the time, Figure 8, is the same for both contacts. Metal dissolution and pH decrease occur. As the distance between surfaces is too high, the third body particles quantity increases in accordance with chlorides concentration and ionic strength. Thus, the friction coefficient decreasing is related with wear and corrosive debris. Moreover pores play the role of debris tanks which may lubricate the contact.

It is worth noting these hypotheses do not consider charges generation due to friction. Physical phenomena may be described as following: mechanical contribution is account for passive film disrupting, corrosion promotes pH decreasing and charges changing and chlorides concentration involve charges density increasing on material surfaces. Finally, if roughness is weak, less than 20 nm, attraction forces are promoted; otherwise debris play the role of lubricant in the case of 316L/bone cement contact.

4. Conclusion

PMMA was considered as a model material of bone cement in previous studies under friction. PMMA was usually well polished to benefit from its transparency. On the contrary, bone cement sample were rough, in hip implantation conditions. 316L surfaces were well polished as femoral stem of hip prosthesis.

316L/PMMA and 316L/bone cement friction behaviour are similar in the terms of metal dissolution. OCP decreases when ionic strength increases. OCP drop, for 316L/bone cement, is higher than the one for 316L/PMMA. During friction test, high roughness of bone cement sample promotes oxides film disrupting, thus the metal dissolution and finally the OCP drops towards negative values. Moreover, chlorides concentration increasing involve disrupting of passive film and metal dissolution due to driving force of metal complexes forming.
Friction coefficient evolutions, for both contact types, are dissimilar. Friction coefficient of 316L/PMMA (bone cement) contact increases (decreases) when the ionic strength increases. One may suggest that attraction between 316L and PMMA could occur and is reinforced when ionic strength increases. Chlorides concentration increasing promote the passive film disrupting and pH decreasing due to metal dissolution. Due to low roughness, medium pH is related to the point of zero charge, electrostatic forces become efficient. Close to metal surface, pH is locally weak and these conditions highlighted attraction forces between metal surface and PMMA and third body and both materials. Consequently, the friction coefficient increases. When roughness is higher than 1 µm, for bone cement samples, no attraction between surfaces occurs. 316L/bone cement contact is submitted to lubricant effect of third body without electrostatic involvement. Additional investigations have to be carried out to better understand and to confirm hypotheses above.

Finally, concerning 316L/PMMA contact, microstructures analyses point out when the ionic strength increases, grooves on 316L and PMMA are more and more deep. Concerning 316L surfaces at 1 M of ionic strength, signs of generalized corrosion, as pittings, appear. According to tests conditions, 316L dissolution occurs and typical oxides were identified after friction thanks to microraman spectroscopy.

Additional works are in progress: same methodology with others 1:1 salts, Na₂SO₄ for comparison and understanding chlorides contribution; investigating of fretting corrosion behaviour to understand attraction phenomenon between surfaces in contact; and modelling, in terms of disjoining pressure, attraction between surfaces in contact during friction.
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